Why should you take part in the Vertical Flight Society?

- Quality interactions with our industry’s decision makers from government, industry and academia around the world.

- Learn about cutting-edge technical research, government programs and regulations, and industry trends and forecasts from experts and leaders.

- Engage with other VTOL researchers and professionals at local chapter events, our Annual Forum or our other meetings around the world.

Boost your research capabilities with respected technical publications such as the Journal of AHS, Vertiflite, and over 10,000 digitized technical papers from the online Vertical Flight Library.

www.vtol.org
If you work in VTOL, you should join the Vertical Flight Society

Originally founded as the American Helicopter Society, we have supported the vertical flight community since 1943 through education, advocacy, engagement and collaboration between industry, academia and government, as well as fostering future talents.

The Vertical Flight Society’s Annual Forum & Technology Display is the world’s leading international technical event on vertical flight technology.

“Attending the Annual Forum has led to research collaboration with other universities, internship opportunities, and post-graduation job offers. At a chapter level, one of our campus events allowed me to connect with a mentor from outside the world of academics. The Society has pushed me to develop a set of goals for myself as well as build a plan to achieve these goals.”

– Amanda Grubbs, PhD
Georgia Institute of Technology

Technical Meetings

I just wanted to write to express my thanks to the organizers of the HUMS and Airworthiness Technical Meeting. My colleague and I enjoyed the event very much and found the presentations and associated discussions highly informative.

We made some very useful contacts and intend to try and foster some collaborative activity for the future.

We have some ongoing programs of activity proposing to use regime recognition software for which the presentations provided some significant and positive inputs.

– Glenn K. Terry, CEng, MIMechE
Hampshire, United Kingdom

Career Center

“I’m writing to express my gratitude to the Vertical Flight Society for the assistance in filling a key vacancy at Piasecki Aircraft Corporation.

We posted [on the VFS Career Center] for a Chief Engineer Air Vehicle Design for an exciting new VTOL development program and we were contacted within days by a highly-qualified candidate who we are thrilled to have join our team.”

– John W. Piasecki
President and CEO
Piasecki Aircraft
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